THEMELESS MONDAY -- Now batting for BEQ ... Joel Fagliano and Caleb Madison

ACROSS
1. Discovery channel programming block that included "Ocean of Fear" 10. Topic for Alan Turing
15. One taking shots
16. "Schnellboot" of World War II
18. Dig (into)
19. It's often in the can
21. End of many campus addresses
23. "The Newsroom" actor Patel
24. Incapacitate, in a way
25. Certain recesses
26. Amazement
29. Mythical inventor of the kithara
31. UCLA's conference, once
33. Inflated
36. Big name in college guides
38. Dharma imparter
39. Watson, and others: Abbr.
40. Realm of Tolkien's Middle-earth
41. They might be pale or old
42. Gull
43. Nonstop
44. "Breaking Bad" drug
45. Conceit
47. Food distribution giant
49. Employer of the "basterds" in "Inglourious Basterds": Abbr.
50. ___ cuisine
52. Subject of Weird Al's "The White Stuff"
56. Lodge
57. "Face/Off" director
61. Used to conceal oneself
63. Inner weirdness, metaphorically
66. Ere
67. DVD extra
68. Occupy structures
69. Usurps

DOWN
1. Burns, e.g.
2. Practice
3. Kitchen appliance brand
4. Radiation unit
5. TV character who has seizures whenever he hears the voice of Mary Hart
6. Home of the Texas Sports Hall of Fame
7. Outpouring
8. It may be shucked
9. They're capped
10. Mother of Pegasus, in Greek myth
11. Copper head?
12. Lied
13. Classic pick-up line
14. NBA star Kobe Bryant has nicknamed "Gatsby"
22. "It could go either way"
25. Word said while bowing
27. Most like a five-star hotel, presumably
30. "Because I Got High" rapper
32. Din
33. Speak face-to-face?
34. 1998 Pixar film
35. Burdened
36. Jay-Z's collaborator on "Watch the Throne"
38. Speak face-to-face?
39. Pressure ___
42. N.Y.C. subway line
43. Editorial page of a movie script?
45. Oklahoma tribe
46. Buffs
48. Pressure ___
51. Hungry
52. Subject of Weird Al's "The White Stuff"
53. Page of a movie script?
54. Oklahoma tribe
58. Malediction
60. Trendy winter boots
62. N.Y.C. subway line
64. Arctic explorer John
65. Away, idiomatically